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Buffer Minimization in Pass Transistor Logic

Hai Zhou and Adnan Aziz

Abstract—With shrinking feature sizes and increasing transistor counts
on chips, demands for higher speed and lower power make it necessary
to look for alternative design styles that offer better performance than
static complementary metal–oxide–semiconductors. Among them, pass
transistor logic (PTL) is of great promise. Since delay in a transistor chain
is quadratically proportional to the number of transistors and a signal
may degenerate passing through a transistor, buffers are necessary to
guarantee performance and restore signal strength in PTL circuits. In this
paper, we first analyze effects of buffer insertion on a circuit and give a
sufficient and necessary condition for safe buffer insertion. Then, a buffer
minimization problem is formulated. Although it is NP-hard in general,
it can be solved linearly when buffers are required on multifan-out
nodes. We also consider the case when buffers are inverters, where phase
assignment needs to be done with buffer insertion.

Index Terms—Buffers, pass transistor logic performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

At present, the technical limits of widely used existing circuit
families, such as static complementary metal–oxide–semiconductors
(CMOSs), threaten to hold back the development of microprocessors
that can operate at speeds significantly above 1 GHz. For example, at
such high speeds, it is predicted that the power dissipation of high-end
integrated circuits fabricated using traditional static CMOS logic
will exceed the practical limits of ceramic packages. This makes it
necessary to look for alternative design styles which can offer better
performance characteristics than static CMOS. Among them, pass
transistor logic (PTL) is of great promise.

Traditionally, hand-crafted PTL has been successfully used to im-
plement digital systems which are smaller, faster, and more energy ef-
ficient than static CMOS implementations for the same designs [5],
[6], [8], [10], [13]. However, lack of a systematic methodology re-
stricts the use of pass transistors in industry circuits. Recently, there
have been a number of attempts developing synthesis tools targeting
PTL. A top-down design flow for PTL called lean integration with pass
transistors (LEAP) was proposed in [12]. There, designs are first con-
verted into monolithic binary decision diagram (BDD) representations
and then mapped to cells of a pass transistor library consisting of three
function cells and four inverters with various drive capabilities. The ap-
proach in [2] also utilizes the natural efficient mapping between BDD
and PTL. However, to control the BDD size, it uses decomposed BDD
instead of monolithic BDD. Furthermore, instead of mapping to pass
transistor cells, it converts BDD directly into a pass transistor netlist.

Since delay in a transistor chain is quadratically proportional to the
number of transistors and a signal may degenerate when pass through
a transistor (e.g., one through n-MOS or zero through p-MOS), buffers
are necessary to guarantee performance and restore signals. In [12],
buffers are inserted in a straightforward level-by-level fashion. This
definitely guarantees the performance of the designs, but may incur
a larger number of buffers than necessary. In [2], the height of each
decomposed BDD is upper-bounded and a buffer is inserted at the root
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Fig. 1. Steady path from one to zero.

of each decomposed BDD. As we can see, since the height bound is
only three or four, it overrestricts the flexibility of BDD synthesis and
does not guarantee a minimum number of buffers either.

In this paper, we first demonstrate that buffer insertion on some po-
sitions can introduce sneak paths in a PTL circuit. We analyze how a
sneak path is introduced and give the condition a node must satisfy to
have a safe buffer insertion. We show that checking this condition is
NP-complete. It has already been established that PTL circuits derived
from BDD are sneak-path-free—this is one of the primary benefits of
using BDD based approaches to PTL synthesis. Our results show that
buffering can introduce sneak paths; we also prove that, in PTL circuits
derived from BDD, safe buffer insertion positions can be easily com-
puted. This reinforces the use of BDD based PTL synthesis.

Given a PTL circuit and a set of buffer insertion candidate positions,
we need to consider the following buffer minimization problem, that is,
insert a minimum number of buffers among these candidate positions
such that the maximum number of consecutive transistors is upper-
bounded by a given constant. We show that this problem is in general
NP-hard. In reality, buffers are usually required on multifan-out nodes
for drive strength. In this case, the problem can be solved in linear time.

Usually, buffers are implemented by inverters as they are superior in
area, timing, and power. Inverter insertion changes a signal to its com-
plement. Furthermore, in the original circuit, a complemented signal
may be needed when passed from one stage to the next stage. Therefore,
besides separating long paths into short paths, correct phases must also
be decided upon for the whole circuit. We define this as an inverting
buffer minimization problem. We deal with this problem in two phases:
a noninverting buffer insertion and a global inverter minimization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, effects of
buffer insertion on a circuit are analyzed and conditions for safe buffer
insertion are given. The buffer minimization problem when using non-
inverting buffers is solved in Section III and the corresponding inverting
buffer minimization problem is dealt in Section IV. Experimental re-
sults on MCNC logic synthesis and optimization benchmarks are given
in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. CONDITIONS OFSAFE BUFFERINSERTION

A major difference between PTL and other logic styles (such as static
CMOS logic, dynamic CMOS logic) is that in other logic styles, at
most one kind of value (zero or one) can appear in a transit path (i.e.,
a sequence of drain/source connected transistors); but in PTL, a path
may transmit either a zero or one at a different time. This may introduce
a connection between one and zero in PTL circuits. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, whenA = X = Y = 1 andB = 0, there will be a steady
current flow fromA toB. We call the steady connection between zero
and one asneak path. A sneak path in a circuit wastes power and the
resulting heat may even lead to catastrophic failure. Therefore, sneak
paths should be avoided.

Definition 1: A PTL circuit without sneak paths is called asafecir-
cuit.

A sneak path only happens when transit paths are wired together.
Conventionally, this is called awired-OR. We say that an output of a
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TABLE I
TRUTH TABLE OF WIRED-OR

Fig. 2. Buffer inserted atN makes the circuit unsafe.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Redundant circuit and (b) its equivalent circuit.

pass transistor is in afloatingstate when its channel is turned off by the
control signal. Representing a floating state by aZ and a sneak path
by anX, the truth table of a wired-OR can be presented as shown in
Table I.

Given a safe PTL circuit, buffers are inserted on transit paths to speed
up and enhance pass signals, but can we guarantee a safe circuit after
any insertion? The answer is no.

The reason is that in reality, buffers are not “ideal.” That is, besides
transferring a weak one or zero to a strong one or zero, it can not transfer
aZ to aZ. Instead, it transfers aZ to either zero or one. Therefore,
a buffer may transform a safe wired-OR of zero (or one) withZ to a
unsafe wired-OR of zero with one. Fig. 2 shows a safe circuit, which
will become unsafe when a buffer is inserted at nodeN .

In order to characterize positions where buffer insertions are safe,
we need the following definition.

Definition 2: A safe PTL circuit isredundantif bridging a transistor
(that is, connecting its source and drain) or floating a node (that is,
cutting off all paths to that node) gives a safe circuit implementing the
same function.

To illustrate this concept, a redundant circuit and the circuit after
bridging a transistor and floating a node are shown in Fig. 3.

Based on the definition, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Given an irredundant and safe circuit, buffer insertion

before wired-OR or between two consecutive pass transistors is unsafe.
Proof: Suppose there is a buffer inserted before a wire-ORbut the

circuit is still safe. This means that the input of the buffer can not be
floating or, when it is floating, other branches are also floating. Since
the original circuit is safe, this also means that the signal after the wired-
OR is totally decided by the signal at the input of the buffer. Therefore,
the original circuit can be simplified by floating all other branches,
which is a contradiction.

Similarly, suppose there is a buffer inserted on a node between two
consecutive pass transistors, but the circuit is still safe. When the pass
transistor before the node is off, there can not be any path from the node
to any other nonfloating node. Therefore, bridging the pass transistor

Fig. 4. Transforming 3-SAT to a circuit.

before the node will not change any signal at any nonfloating node.
This contradicts the irredundancy of the original circuit.

Equivalently, the lemma says that in an irredundant and safe circuit,
safe buffering positions must be positions after wired-OR. However, the
reverse is not true. That is, inserting buffers after some wired-OR may
produce sneak paths. In fact, if under some input vectors a node after a
wired-OR is floating, but there is a path from it to a nonfloating node,
inserting a buffer on the node is still not safe. Therefore, we have the
following theorem.

Theorem 1: In an irredundant and safe circuit, the safe buffer inser-
tion positions are the nodes after wired-OR such that when it is floating
there is no path from it to any nonfloating node.

Unfortunately, the above condition is not easy to check.
Theorem 2: Given an irredundant and safe circuit, decide whether

a node is not safe for buffer insertion is NP-complete.
Proof: Given an irredundant and safe circuit, by guessing an as-

signment on control variables, the floating of a node and the existence
of a path to a nonfloating node under this assignment can be checked
in polynomial time. This means the problem is in NP.

We show the problem is NP-hard by transforming 3-SAT problem
[3] to it. Given an instance of 3-SAT withn clauses, each having three
literals, we can construct a circuit illustrated in Fig. 4 as follows. For
each clause, we have from one to nodeA a path with three pass transis-
tors. The control signals of these pass transistors are the complements
of literals in the clause. That is, if a clause is composed ofx2; x4 and
x7, then the control signals of the path will bex2; x4; x7. Under this
construction, it is easy to see that a path is off if and only if the corre-
sponding clause is satisfied. Therefore, the instance of 3-SAT is satis-
fiable if and only ifA could be floating or, in other words, inserting a
buffer onA is not safe.

However, for PTL circuits synthesized from BDD, this is not a
problem.

Lemma 2: In a PTL circuit synthesized from BDD, a buffer can be
safely inserted after any wired-OR.

Proof: Since each node in a BDD represents an everywhere de-
fined Boolean function, each wire-OR in the circuit is always evaluated
to a fixed voltage. Based on Theorem 1, a buffer can be safely inserted
on this position.

III. B UFFERMINIMIZATION

A. General Buffer Minimization

In terms of circuit theory, a pass transistor has both capacitance and
resistance. Hence, the delay of a transistor chain is quadratically pro-
portional to the number of transistors [7]. It is known from today’s
static CMOS logic that transistor chains longer than three or four can
be unacceptably slow [9]. Therefore, the main purpose of buffer in-
sertion in a PTL circuit is to make sure that the maximum number of
consecutive pass transistors is not greater than a given upper bound. We
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Fig. 5. Modeling buffer minimization problem by a DAG. (a) A PTL circuit.
(b) Its DAG model.

hope to use as few buffers as possible to achieve this objective. There-
fore, we need to solve the following problem.

Problem 1 (Buffer Minimization):Given a PTL circuit, a set
of buffer insertion candidate positions, and a constantK, insert
a minimum number of buffers such that the maximum number of
consecutive transistors is not greater thanK.

Given a buffer minimization problem, we can model it by an edge-
weighted directed acyclic graph (DAG)G = (V; E) as follows. The
verticesV represent the buffer insertion candidate positions, primary
inputs, and primary outputs. If there are transistor chains from vertex
u to vertexv without going through other vertex, we let(u; v) 2 E

and use the maximum length of all these chains as its weight. For a
problem whose circuit and candidate positions are shown in Fig. 5(a),
its corresponding DAG is shown in Fig. 5(b).

If there is an edge in the DAG whose weight is greater thanK, that
means there is a chain in the original circuit whose length is greater than
K, but no buffer can be inserted within the chain. Therefore, there is
no feasible solution to the buffer minimization problem. Since this can
be simply checked, we assume this is not the case in the sequel. Using
the DAG presentation, the decision version of the buffer minimization
problem can be formulated as follows.

Problem 2 (Buffer Minimization-Decision):Given an edge-
weighted DAGG = (V; E) and two constantsK andB, is there
V 0 � V such thatjV 0j � B and after splitting eachv 2 V 0 (that is,
substitutingv by two nodesv1; v2 and connecting in-coming edges to
v1 and out-going edges tov2), there is no path whose length is greater
thanK?

Based on this formulation, we can show the following result.
Theorem 3: The buffer minimization problem is NP-hard.

Proof: This can be shown by a reduction from the problem of
induced subgraph with property� [3], which is defined as follows.

INSTANCE: GraphG = (V; E), positive integerM � jV j.
QUESTION: Is there a subsetV 0 � V with jV 0j � M such that

the subgraph induced byV 0 has property�?

The problem is NP-hard for any property� that holds for arbitrarily
large graphs does not hold for all graphs and is “hereditary,” that is,
holds for all induced subgraphs ofG whenever it holds forG. It is still
NP-hard whenG is restricted to a DAG.

Fig. 6. Buffers on multifan-out nodes separate a DAG into leaf DAGs.

To prove Theorem 3, we define� to be the following property: the
longest path length is upper-bounded by a given constantN . It can be
easily checked that the property fulfills the above conditions.

Given such an instance with a DAGG = (V; E), constantM , and
our property�, an instance of the buffer minimization problem can
be constructed as follows. CopyG and add two verticess andt. Add
edges froms to all vertices with zero in-degrees inG and edges from
all vertices with zero out-degrees inG to t. Call this graphG0. Set each
edge length to be one and letB = jV j �M; K = N + 2. We will
show that an instance of induced subgraph with property� has a yes
answer if and only if the instance of the buffer minimization problem
has a yes answer.

Suppose the answer to the instance of buffer minimization is yes, that
is, there is a subsetV 0 � V [ fs; tg with jV 0j � B = jV j �M such
that, after splitting vertices inV 0, the longest path length is not greater
thanK = N +2. Denote the graph after splitting byG00. The paths in
G00 start and end with only vertices inV 0 [fs; tg. Therefore, deleting
these vertices makes the longest path length not greater thanN , but
deleting them also gives a subgraph ofG induced onV � V 0. Since
jV � V 0j � jV j � jV 0j � M , this means the answer to the problem
of induced subgraph with property� is yes. The other direction can be
similarly proved.

B. Drive Capability Consideration

Besides the quadratic dependence of delay on the transistor chain
length, a signal may degenerate when passing through transistors. Its
strength then may not be strong enough to drive multiple fan-outs.
Therefore, it is usually required to put a buffer on a multifan-out node.
If the fan-out number is large, this buffer needs to be sized accordingly.

As shown in Fig. 6, the requirement of buffers on multifan-out nodes
will split a DAG into separateleaf-DAGs. Here, aleaf-DAGis a DAG
where only vertices with zero in-degree can have multiple out-going
edges. In this situation, the buffer minimization problem becomes the
following problem.

Problem 3 (Buffer Minimization for Leaf-DAG):Given an
edge-weighted leaf-DAG and a constant integerK, insert a minimum
number of buffers such that there is no path whose length is greater
thanK.

Contrary to the buffer minimization problem for general DAG, the
above problem can be solved by an algorithm described in Fig. 7. It is
a greedy algorithm and runs in linear time. The correctness is given by
the following theorem.

Theorem 4: The greedy labeling algorithm gives an optimal solu-
tion to the buffer minimization problem for a leaf-DAG.

Proof: Since no buffer will be inserted on the leaves, buffer inser-
tion on a leaf-DAG is equal to buffer insertion on a tree when leaves are
duplicated. In any path whose length is greater thanK, there must be
a buffer. Since the number of buffers needed on a graph is not smaller
than the number needed on its subgraph, inserting the buffer on the
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Fig. 7. Greedy labeling algorithm.

Fig. 8. Inverter can be moved freely in a PTL circuit.

highest level will result in a subgraph comparing with inserting on other
nodes, which, therefore, gives an optimal solution.

IV. I NVERTING BUFFERS

n reality, buffers are usually implemented by inverters as they have
better area, timing, and power characteristics. However, insertion of
an inverter is more difficult as it changes a signal to its complement.
Furthermore, in the original circuit, there may already be inverters on
transit paths [2]. Due to the nature of PTL, we can get a complemented
signal with the same circuit by complementing all the pass signals of
the circuit, as shown in Fig. 8. This gives us the freedom to redistribute
inverters around the circuit.

We assume that either a signal or its complement can be chosen to
pass at a primary input and that a primary output can be implemented
with arbitrary polarity. This is reasonable because we must have two
polarities for control signals and some of primary outputs are used as
control signals.

It follows from these assumptions that an inverter minimization
problem can be formulated as follows.

Problem 4 (Inverter Minimization with Phase Assignment):Given
a PTL circuit, a set of buffer insertion candidate positions, and a con-
stantK, insert a minimum number of inverters in the circuit and decide
a phase assignments at primary inputs such that each primary output
implements the original function or its complement and the maximum
number of consecutive transistors is not greater thanK.

We deal with this problem in two phases. First, ignore all existing
inverters and solve the buffer minimization problem on the circuit. At
a position where a buffer is needed, two consecutive inverters are in-
serted. One of them is fixed at the position and is called ahard inverter;
the other together with the preexisting ones can be moved around and
are calledsoft inverters. An even number of consecutive soft inverters
are canceled. An inverter at a primary input or primary output can be
deleted by changing the polarity of the input or output. Therefore, the
following problem needs to be solved in the second phase.

Problem 5: Given a PTL circuit with inverters and a set of buffer in-
sertion candidate positions, leave a minimum number of inverters only

at candidate positions and decide phase assignments at primary inputs
such that each primary output implements the original function or its
complement.

Generally speaking, the first phase can not be solved efficiently, but
if buffers are required on multifan-out nodes, it can be solved in linear
time.

Consider the second phase. Similarly, it can be modeled by a DAG.
The vertices represent the buffer insertion candidate positions and the
primary inputs and outputs. If there is a chain fromu tov without going
through any other vertex, we have an edge(u; v). If all such chains
have odd (even) numbers of inverters, there is one (zero) inverter on
the edge. If some have odd numbers but some have even numbers, then
we have two edges betweenu andv, one with no inverter and one with
one inverter.

Treating each internal vertex as a Boolean function and assuming it
allows simultaneous polarity change on fan-ins and fan-outs, the above
problem is actually theglobal phase assignmentproblem known in the
literature. It was shown to be NP-complete by a transformation from
MAX-CUT [11]. Heuristic algorithms were given in [4] and [11].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement the two-phase algorithm described in the previous
section for the inverting buffer minimization problem. It is required
that each multifan-out node needs at least one buffer. Experiments are
done on MCNC logic synthesis and optimization benchmarks.

Based on discussions in Section II, BDD is used for PTL synthesis.
We use a simple threshold based BDD decomposition heuristic [1]; for
simplicity, we do not optimize BDD sizes. Since our algorithm does not
base on any specific feature of BDDs, it can be used on PTL circuits
synthesized from other BDD methods or even non-BDD methods if
insertion candidate positions are given.

Based on a related work [7], we choose three as an upper bound
on the length of any transistor chain in PTL circuits. For comparison,
an algorithm which inserts buffers level by level is also implemented.
That is, in topological order, a buffer is inserted wherever a node fans
out to more than two nodes or there are already three or more consec-
utive transistors. Wherever a node needs to provide two phases, an ad-
ditional inverter is introduced. For our algorithm and the level-by-level
approach, the numbers of needed buffers and inverters and the max-
imum delays are reported in Table II. Transistor parameters are based
on a 0.5-�m technology [14]. Delays are computed by Elmore delay
with the assumptions of no wire delay and the worst case down-stream
capacitance [7].

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we give the condition for safe buffer insertion in PTL
circuits and deal with the problem of inserting the minimum number
of buffers such that the number of consecutive transistors is upper
bounded. We show that this problem is NP-hard in general and can
be solved in linear time if a buffer is always needed at a multifan-out
node. Although we ignored the true timing on electrical basis and
used a simple-minded pass transistor path length for delay control, the
problem defines a fundamental issue in buffering PTL circuits and
was also considered in [2] and [12]. Built on the greedy algorithm
for leaf-DAGs, our approach for inverting buffer minimization is an
effective and efficient heuristic algorithm. However, on noncritical
paths, a tight bound on the number of consecutive transistors may be
relaxed and a buffer driving multiple fan-outs may need to be sized
accordingly. Therefore, future work may include noncritical path area
recovering and buffer sizing.
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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